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Green is an aggressive frog-like humanoid found in rainforests and tropical jungles. They are fiercely territorial, and are considered superior to most other creatures. The Community of Long is a caste system. Each caste lays eggs in a separate hatching puddle, and the young mane joins the caste when it emerges from
the hatchery. All gogeongs are dull green-gray at birth, but each individual accounts for the color of the caste because they become adults. From the lowest caste to the highest caste, the slung can be green, blue, purple, red, orange or gold. All manes are harmless to them, but they secrete substances that are poisonous
to other creatures. The goon also uses poison to poison the weapon. He is always on the lookout for creatures that can be captured and enslaved. The Lungs use slaves to all kinds of depth work, but most like them bosses. Slaves feed lightly poisoned food to be helpless and compliant. A creature that suffers in this way
for a long time becomes a shell of its former self and can only be restored to normal by magic. Being amphibious, the goge needs water to live; All the manes that do not immerse themselves in the water for at least an hour during the day are very exhausting. Green galungs are tribal warriors, hunters, workers, and blue
manes work in artisanal and other domestic roles. Overseeing and coaching the two groups is a purple galdung who will play the role of manager and commander. Red Mane is a tribal scholar and magical user. They are superior to purple, blue, and green, and are properly respected on higher hooks. In the higher ranks
are orange-gog, elite warriors with authority through every little brown, and gold galges with the highest leadership positions. Tribal sovereignty is always a gold ring. Grug generally remains in that rank for life. In rare cases, individuals who distinguish themselves from great acts may be invited to join the higher ranks.
Through a combination of herbal toning and ritual magic, high hoops are induced into new ranks in such a way that they will change color and become the youth of the caste. From then on, Ung and his descendants are members of the higher order. Source: Increased ability points above One Grow. The dexterity score
increases to 2 and the constitutional score increases by 1. Age. The Longs mature into adults in one year, but are known to live to 50 years. Custom. Most grinds are legal, raised in a strict class system. They also tend towards evil, where social development comes from a rarely occurring culture, and most often because
other members of your army have died and there are no others of that rank to fill vacancies. Avorial alert. You are good at perceptual skills. Size. The goong stands between 2 1/2 and 3 1/2 feet tall and average. 30 pounds. The size is small. Speed. The walking speed is 25 feet. Sticky finger and toe pads provide a
climbing speed of 25 feet. Landing. You can breathe air and water. Poison immunity. You are immune to poison damage and poison status. Toxic skin. Any creature that wrestles you or comes into direct contact with your skin must be thrown out of the DC 12 Constitution or poisoned for a minute. Venomous creatures
can end their impact on success by repeating the save throw at the end of each rotation without any further direct contact. This poison can also be applied to piercing weapons as part of an attack with that weapon, but it reacts differently when poisoned. The target must be successfully thrown into the DC 12 Constitution
or remove poisons from 2d4. Standing leap. Your long jump is up to 25 feet, your high jump is up to 15 feet, and you're up to it regardless of whether you start running or not. Water dependence. If you fail to immerse yourself in the water for at least an hour during the day, you will suffer a level of fatigue at the end of the
day. You can recover from this fatigue only through magic or by immersing yourself in the water for at least an hour. Languages. You can speak, read, and write a goong. A sentient, poisonous frog living in a cute little (wicked) burger tree. Indeed, the gods hate us. – Volotham Gedam in Volo's Monster Guide. The
snong... Well, calling them obscure dungeons and dragon monsters is to underestimate the problem. The Gorung is an opening for humanity... You know, like a bully. or grip. This evil frog is native to the Greyhawk setting (perhaps a long time away from the public eye), and was founded in 1988 in a luxury dungeon
&amp; It first appeared in The Sflatbook Greyhawk Adventure in Dragon's 2th edition. They have since been reprinted for a monster reward appendix: Greyhawk, also known as MC5. Following this, they are basically disappearing up... In Dungeons and Dragons 5, you'll surprise everyone forever before you surprise
everyone by re-appearing in Volo's Monster Guide. Why? The entire 5e team each got to put one monster they really liked, and one guy was a Greyhawk fan who somehow remembered that a goge existed. So here we have them... Ironically, 5e grungs (perhaps better known as forgotten realm grungs) are actually very
different from the original mane, much more like evil and poisonous. It's up to you whether this takes you one step further from your original self, which was basically a poisonous bully who was bitten. A&amp;amp;D Grung [edit] Greyhawk Grung is a highly territorial, 3ft tall humanoid toad or bull frog living in swamps and
wetlands... Not two, did you expect them to live in the desert? They are intelligent and bipedal, a race to use tools, but evolution has robbed them their more erying ability; Groogs are generally not able to make the enormous leaps associated with frogs, and likewise have lost the long, unstable tongue of their ancestors -
in stark contrast to their bullies. However, they did get a sharp fanged in-in, so they are not completely spoiled. In other words, they still breathe through their skin, so they need to keep their smooth leather nice and moist. The goong is colored like a bull frog. Their eyes, smaller than frogs and toads and protected by bony
ridges, are black pupils and red. Males are slightly smaller than females. One best-of-hand ability they have, the teasing and lacking grip, is the skin that secretes toxic mucus. Rub the blade weapon into your body and it's coated with poisoned mucus that remains 10 nonvolatile. Victims cut or carved by these weapons
must succeed in storing vs. poison or die in four rounds. Bites such as mucus are also impregnated with saliva, so a slime bite is also fatal; Slightly diluted but not enough to save you (+2 throws save, death in round 6). Adding to that grind long they realized that they could compensate for their small size through ambush
tactics, and ... Yes, they are nasty little burgers. What doesn't help is that they are stupidly aggressive. The town of Long claims all territory within at least a mile of the tribal settlements as their own, and when they do not ambush members of other races, they will attack tribal outsiders entering the area in constant border
clashes between their tribal units. They are open to their armed forces that they will never negotiate. The fight is on death. This may be partly because the worm is a cannibal, and is literally consumed in other villages where you can catch anything, including humanoids and goges. For obvious reasons, most swampy
residential cultures want to get rid of the slung as soon as possible. This is especially because of the presence of the village, where there is a lot of poisonous dodling in the surrounding water. A rain mane drinking water should be a poison (+3 bonus) and a large successful save toss roll or nausea for a 2d4 round.
Nausea creatures fight with a penalty of -1 on the attack roll and +1 penalty on the armor class. That is, their poisonous skin protects them from the predatory attention of most creatures, except that they are immune to poison - such as certain species of giant snakes. Grung Poison is almost impossible to bottle
(decompose in 10 rounds due to exposure to air) so players can't get a bright idea about trying to use that nasty sludge for their own use. The lung settlement is a neat collection of crude shelters, sometimes hidden inside large dead trees, preparing for open water. Both Put the worm eggs in your home as you go through
the same two-packed lifestyle as the frogs. The Long Tadpole is galgled after three months and fully grown up at the age of nine months. Tribes typically consist of about 10d6+40 adult blungs, the other 25% of which are in the grit. Strangely for the barbaric humanoid race, the herding tribes marry, perhaps because the
females are larger and therefore stronger. The war staff are all women, and the tribal chiefs are the most powerful fighters in the war. Climbing into the grand row is by a death duel in which the winner gets the title. Each tribe also has a single female shaman with up to 3 levels. Her spheres are all animals, combat,
healing (inversion spells only), plants. #8 The Oss Journal, Wastri is the official patron god of The Goun, which makes so much sense when you think about it. 5e Grung[edit] Forgotten Realm grung is a brightly colored, aggressive and territorial humanoid tree frog native to rainforests and jungles - they are only found in
areas with abundant moisture, because they need a pool to mature their tadpoles in the pool, or else they start to dry deadly. Arrogant and elite, these legitimate evil creatures divide themselves into strict hierarchies and divide the depletion above different races into different classes by color. This allows them to induce a
unique taste of madness when tormenting their phlegmatics in the form of nature, as diluted thrall-juicevans they commonly use - while all the glungs secrete poisonous mucus that can be used to lure human creatures, thus allow them to assemble a large army of slaves. Green galungs are tribal warriors, hunters,
workers, and blue manes work in artisanal and other domestic roles. Overseeing and coaching the two groups is a purple galdung who will play the role of manager and commander. Green-wormed mucus causes an uncontrolled urge to climb to the nearest high or run around like a giant frog. Blue-wormed mucus forces



those who suffer to yell or scream, or otherwise make the loudest sound they can. Purple worming mucus boiled on their skin induces a crazy sensation of, forcing the victim to find wonderful water or mud to absorb itself to relieve psychological heat. Red Mane is a tribal scholar and magical user. They are superior to
purple, blue, and green, and are properly respected on higher hooks. The mucus in this mane induces an insatiable hunger. In the higher ranks are orange-gog, elite warriors with authority through every little brown, and gold galges with the highest leadership positions. Tribal sovereignty gold-lung. The slime of orange
gog overwhelms the victim with paranoid delusions, the golden ring captures the victim, forces him to obey the golden galung's commands, and even magically understands the language of the gog. These tree frogs live in shady treetop villages, centered around a variety of well-protected above-ground pools where eggs
must be cultured. Like greyhawk thongs, it takes nine months for the grappling eggs to reach maturity, and they're spending three months with tadpoles. Each caste keeps its own hatching pool, and juvenile grunglets - all of which are dull green-gray until they reach maturity - join their birth caste shortly after leaving their
pool. In other words, the blung is more or more capable. In rare cases, individuals who distinguish themselves earn invitations to higher ranks - a process centered around ritual spells combined with herbal toning. These lucky thongs will permanently rise to a new state, and their offspring will likewise belong to that rank.
Whether this means being forced into the lower ranks and punished is not raised in the book. As mentioned above, the goges are slaves and are forever wary of the creatures they can capture and enslave. The Lungs use slaves to all kinds of depth work, but most like them bosses. Slaves feed on food spiked with
carefully diluted forms of glung mucus, powerful enough to be helpless and compliant without being bothered by madness. A creature that has been captivated in this way for a long time can become a shell of its former self and only be restored to normal by magic. Long PC? [Edit] Someone from The Wizard of the Coast
had a wild idea to run a game of tombs of annihilation where all PCs were being blung, and gave PC statistics on the goons and wrote a supplement for a defunct tomb named Gurung in the one above. Increased ability score: Dexterity score increased by 2 and Constitution score increased by 1. Age: The Gorungs
mature into adults in one year, but are known to live up to 50 years. Alignment: Most grinds are legal, raised in a strict class system. They also tend towards evil, where social development comes from a rarely occurring culture, and most often because other members of your army have died and there are no others of that
rank to fill vacancies. Arboreal Alarm: Proficient in perceptual technology. Size: Between The Longs are 2 1/2 and 3 1/2 feet tall and average about 30 pounds. The size is small. Speed: The basic walking speed is 25 feet and there is a climbing speed of 25 feet. Amphibious: You can breathe air and water. Poison
immunity: Immune to poison damage and poison status. Poisonous skin: a creature that wrestles you or otherwise comes into direct contact with your skin Succeed in the DC 12 Constitution, saving the toss or being poisoned for a minute. Venomous creatures can end their impact on success by repeating the save throw
at the end of each rotation without any further direct contact. This poison can also be applied to piercing weapons as part of an attack with that weapon, but it reacts differently when poisoned. The target must be successfully thrown into the DC 12 Constitution or remove poisons from 2d4. Standing leap: Long jumps are
up to 25 feet long and high jumps are up to 15 feet, regardless of whether you start running or not. Water dependence: If you don't immerse yourself in water for at least an hour during the day, you'll experience one level of fatigue at the end of the day. You can recover from this fatigue through magic or by immersing
yourself in the water for at least an hour. Language: You can speak, read, and write for The Gurung. Disclaimer: Outside of certain surrogate characters, this article is in some way D&amp;D Adventurers don't have legitimate playing races in leagues, or any other campaign where dungeon masters hate the excesses of
the Apos Trophy to their name... And yes, if you're not immune to poison and need to heal by touching a goge... You get thrown to the save. Throw.
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